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in [5] that, for H representation infinite, the algebra H can be chosen such that T has no indecomposable preinjective direct summand.
In [1] a new characterisation of cluster tilted algebras is given: An algebra Γ is cluster tilted (of type H ) if and only if there exists a tilted algebra B (of type H ) such that Γ ∼ = B Ext 2 B (D B, B). In particular, a tilted algebra B is cluster tilted, if and only if B is hereditary.
Cluster categories and cluster tilting objects are introduced in [5] as a categorical interpretation of cluster algebras, defined in [7] : Tilting objects in cluster categories C H , where H is a path algebra, correspond to clusters in acyclic cluster algebras without coefficients and skew-symmetric matrices. The (ordinary) quiver of the cluster tilted algebra is the visualisation of the skew-symmetric matrix.
But cluster tilted algebras are also of independent interest. They seem to be the final version of classical tilting theory.
For a finite dimensional algebra A and a module M ∈ A-mod, the Loewy length (M) of M is defined by (M) = min{ j | (rad A) j M = 0}. In this paper the Loewy length of cluster tilted algebras of rank 3 is studied.
Cluster tilted algebras of rank 1 or 2 are hereditary algebras, since tilted algebras of rank 1 or 2 are hereditary. Therefore rank 3 is the first interesting case. It is of central interest, since for any cluster tilted algebra Γ the factor algebra Γ /(Γ eΓ ), where e is a primitive idempotent, is again cluster tilted [6, Section 2]. Hence cluster tilted algebras of rank bigger than 3 can be studied using the cluster tilted factor algebras of rank 3. It is shown in [6] that the quiver Q Γ of a non-hereditary cluster tilted algebra Γ of rank 3 has the following shape:
The symbol x m −→ y means that there are m arrows from x to y. If H is of Dynkin type A 3 , and Γ is cluster tilted of type H and not hereditary, then r = s = t = 1, and Γ is a Nakayama algebra with (rad Γ ) 2 = 0 [6] . In general, again by [6] , the Loewy length of a cluster tilted algebra of rank 3 is bounded by 6. The following is the main result of the paper.
Theorem. Let H = K Q be a representation infinite connected hereditary algebra of rank 3, T = X 1 ⊕ X 2 ⊕ X 3 be a square-free tilting H -module and Γ = End C (T ) be the corresponding cluster tilted algebra. If Γ is not hereditary, then (Γ ) = 3 + r , where r denotes the number of indecomposable regular direct summands of T .
If H = KÃ 2 is tame hereditary of rank 3 and T = ⊕ 3 i=1 X i a square-free tilting H -module without an indecomposable preinjective direct summand, then either T is preprojective, and hence End C (T ) is hereditary, or T contains exactly one indecomposable regular direct summand, say X 3 , which is simple regular in the tube of rank 2 of the Auslander-Reiten quiver Γ (H ) of H . Since then X 3 = τ 2 H X 3 , it follows directly that the Loewy length of Γ = End C (T ) is 4. More precisely, the indecomposable projective module Γ e 3 = Hom C (T, X 3 ) has Loewy length 4, whereas the other indecomposable projective Γ -modules have Loewy lengths 2 and 3.
The case where H is connected wild hereditary is studied here. It will be shown that there exists always exactly one indecomposable projective Γ -module of Loewy length 3 + r .
For basic results and unexplained terminology in representation theory I refer the reader to the monographs [2, 3, 17] , and to the survey [14] for wild hereditary algebras.
Wild hereditary algebras of rank 3
Let H = K Q be a connected wild hereditary algebra. An indecomposable H -module X is called regular if it is contained in a regular component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver Γ (H ) of H . All regular components are of type ZA ∞ , since H is wild hereditary. An indecomposable regular H -module is called quasi-simple if the middle term E of the Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 → τ H X → E → X → 0 is indecomposable. τ H always denotes the Auslander-Reiten translation in H -mod. A decomposable H -module is called regular if so are all its indecomposable direct summands. If H has rank 2, all indecomposable regular modules are sincere and have self-extensions; see [10] .
If H has rank 3, indecomposable regular modules without self-extensions are quasi-simple [10] . In contrast to the case for tame hereditary algebras, there exist regular tilting modules if H is wild hereditary with rank at least 3 [18] .
Let T = ⊕ 3 i=1 X i be a square-free tilting H -module without non-zero preinjective summands. By [9, (4. 2)] one can assume that Hom H (X i , X j ) = 0, for i > j. Consequently X 1 ⊕ X 2 is in the right perpendicular category X ⊥ 3 . For a partial tilting H -module X the perpendicular category X ⊥ is the full subcategory of H -mod with class of objects
The category X ⊥ is equivalent to C-mod, where C is a hereditary algebra of rank n − s, if X has s pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands and n is the rank of H ; see for example [19] .
If H is connected wild hereditary of rank 3 and X 3 is regular without self-extensions, then X ⊥ 3 ∼ = C-mod, where C is connected wild hereditary with two simple modules [19] .
An indecomposable regular H -module E is called elementary if there is no short exact sequence 0 → U → E → V → 0, with U and V both regular and non-zero. The following lemma is a slight variation of a result in [13] . Lemma 1.1. Let H be a connected wild hereditary algebra with three simple modules. If T = ⊕ 1≤i≤3 X i is a squarefree tilting H -module with X 3 regular and X 1 ⊕ X 2 preprojective in H -mod, then X 3 is elementary.
Proof. Let 0 → U → X 3 → V → 0 be a short exact sequence with U and V regular and U = 0. Application of the functor Hom H (−, X 1 ⊕ X 2 ) to this short exact sequence gives 0
Auslander-Reiten formula then implies that the modules U , V and X 3 are in (τ
Central for the proof of the theorem is the following proposition, which is a special case of a result shown in [12] . Since the arguments in the special case of connected wild hereditary algebras with three simple modules are much easier, they will be given here, for the convenience of the reader. 
which is an absurdity. Therefore V is indecomposable preinjective, and after some τ -shift and an admissible change of orientation one can assume that V is simple injective with projective cover P = H e, e some primitive idempotent. Ext H (V, V ) = 0 implies dim Hom H (U, τ r H U ) = 1. Application of the functor Hom H (U, −) to the short exact sequence
, and hence also 0 = Hom H (P, U ). 
H U ) = 0, a contradiction. Hence r = 2 holds. But then the modules U and τ H U are both in P ⊥ = H -mod, where H = H/H eH , which is impossible. Indeed, this only happens if Hom H (rad P, τ H U ) = 0 [17, 2.5(6)]. Then τ H U = τ H U is simple, since rad P is a non-zero projective H -module. Consequently τ H U is simple projective in H -mod, and hence simple projective in H -mod, an absurdity. 
Since H has three simple modules, Y 2 is quasisimple regular in H -mod, and Y ⊥ 2 ∼ = C-mod, where C is a connected wild hereditary algebra with two simple modules. In the Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 → τ H Y 2 → E → Y 2 → 0, the module E ∈ Y ⊥ 2 and it is quasi-simple regular in this category; see for example [14, 13.9] . To simplify notation, Y ⊥ 2 and C-mod will be identified. Since all indecomposable regular C-modules have self-extensions, Y 1 is either preprojective or preinjective in C-mod. Since all indecomposable regular modules are sincere, for any indecomposable preprojective C-module P (preinjective C-module Q) one has Hom C (P, E) = 0 (Hom 
and it has to be preprojective or preinjective in C-mod, since all indecomposable regular C-modules have self-extensions. Let
, which again is impossible.
Therefore also Hom H (Y 2 , τ 2 H Y 1 ) has to be non-zero.
Proof of the theorem
We assume without loss of generality that the tilting module T = X 1 ⊕ X 2 ⊕ X 3 has no non-zero preinjective direct summand, and the indecomposable direct summands X i are ordered such that Hom H (X i , X j ) = 0, for i > j. The number of regular indecomposable direct summands of T is denoted by r .
Since Γ = End C (T ) is not hereditary, it is the path algebra of some cyclic quiver Q Γ modulo some admissible ideal I , which contains all paths of length at least 6 and is generated by homogeneous relations [6, Proposition 4.4] . Let Γ e i = Hom C (T, X i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 be the indecomposable projective Γ -modules. Denote by J the Jacobson radical of Γ . The Loewy length (Γ e i ) = min{t | J t e i = 0}. In order to determine the Loewy lengths of the indecomposable projective Γ -modules Γ e j , the arguments in the proof of [6, Proposition 4.4] will be used: J r e j = 0 if and only if there is a path of length r
with X i r = X j , and with non-zero composition f 1 · · · f r : X i 0 → X j , where the maps f i are irreducible in add T and the modules X i are indecomposable in add T . From the proof of [6, Proposition 4.4] and the convention Hom H (X i , X j ) = 0, for i > j, one knows that such a path is a subpath of
where −→ 0 (resp., −→ 1 ) stands for a map of degree 0 (resp., degree 1). The irreducible maps of degree zero are the non-zero homomorphisms in Hom H (X i , X i+1 ), for i < 3, whereas the irreducible maps of degree 1 are in
Lemma 2.1. If T is regular, then (Γ e i ) = 3 + i.
Hence there exists a non-zero morphism of degree 1 from X 1 to X i , which is a composition of irreducible morphisms in add T
There are no longer non-zero paths, since any non-zero path of irreducible maps in add T has to be a subpath of (π). Consequently (Γ e i ) = 3 + i. If r = 2, then X 1 is preprojective, X 2 and X 3 are regular.
Lemma 2.2. If r = 2, then (Γ e i ) = 2 + i.
Proof. Since X 1 is preprojective, Ext H (X 1 , τ − H X i ) = 0, for all i. On the other hand, Ext H (X 2 , τ − H X i ) = 0, for i > 1, by Proposition 1.5. Consequently, the longest non-zero paths of irreducible maps in add T ending in X 2 or X 3 start in X 2 and have length 3 or 4, respectively. Since these paths pass through X 1 , also Hom H (X 1 , τ 2 H X 2 ) = 0. Hence (Γ e i ) = 2 + i, if r = 2.
For the remaining part of the proof, denote by Q r the quiver 3 −→ 2 r −→ 1, with r ≥ 2, where 2 r −→ 1 means that there are r arrows from 2 to 1, and let H r = K Q r .
Assume now that T is preprojective in H -mod, and H is wild hereditary. We are only interested in those preprojective tilting modules where Γ = End C (T ) is not hereditary, which means that T is not on a slice in the preprojective component P of H . By [16, 6.1, 6 .2] such preprojective tilting modules exist if and only if the quiver Q of H contains a tip x. This means that there exists exactly one arrow α connecting x with some other vertex of Q. Up to an admissible change of orientation the algebra H therefore is H r . It is easy to check that, up to a τ − H r -shift, the only preprojective tilting H r -module not contained in a slice is P 3 ⊕ τ −2 H r
